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1. INTRODUCTION 
If one knows all about symmetric matrices, then one knows a great 
deal about all matrices. On the other hand, one can only understand 
symmetric matrices properly if one understands the links between general 
matrices A and their transposes A’. For the following facts hold [9; cf. 4, 
14, 16, 17, 21, 22, 27, 291: 
(i) Every matrix A with elements in a field F can be transformed into 
A’ by a transformation 
A’ = S-lAS, 
where S is symmetric and has its elements in F. 
(ii) Every matrix A with elements in a field F can be expressed in the 
form 
A = s,s,, 
zvhere Si = Si’ and the elements of Si belong to F. 
These two facts are closely connected and are discussed in Section 2. 
In the special case where F is the field of real numbers the matrices 
S, S,, S, can be studied in more detail. This can be partly generalized for 
the field of complex numbers and the hermitian case. Next a generalization 
to the nonhermitian case via the field of values comes up. 
Finally, the case of integral matrices is discussed briefly. 
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The subject is linked with that of pencils of real symmetric or hermitian 
matrices which is very old and goes back to Weierstrass, but is of current 
interest too. Recently Ostrowski [12] studied inequalities concerning the 
number of nonnegative, resp. nonpositive characteristic roots of a product. 
In another paper [13] he found inequalities for the characteristic roots 
of products. For related work see also Carlson [5], Wielandt [30]. In 
this paper other facts are mentioned some of which have been obtained for 
operators as well. 
2. THE LINK BETWEEN (i) AND (ii) 
The two facts mentioned in the introduction are almost equivalent. 
Certainly (ii) follows from (i) since it implies 
A = SA’S-r 
and, if S is symmetric, then A’S1 is so too. This shows that in (ii) one 
of the matrices can be chosen nonsingular. In this case (i) follows from 
(ii); however, both Si, S, can be singular. 
If A is similar to the companion matrix C of its characteristic poly- 
nomial f(x), then an explicit form for S, resp. S, can be given [19]: let 
f(x) = xn + a,x”-l + * * - + ~,_~x + a, 
and let A = X-%X. 
The (symmetric) matrix 
U= 
4-l 4-2 an__3 . . . a, 1 
an--2 un-3 * . al 1 
4-3 . 
transforms C into C’, and X-iUX’-l transforms A into A’. 
3. REAL MATRICES 
If F is the field of real or complex numbers, then more can be said. 
Already the classical results (for references see, e.g., [12]) showed that 
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the structure of A determines certain facts about the pair S,, S, and vice 
versa. More recently other facts where noticed, e.g., 
(iii) If S can be chosen positive definite, then A is similar to a real 
symmetric matrix and conversely [Taussky, 181. 
(iv) If A is similar to a real symmetric matrix, then A = S,S, where 
at least one factor can be chosen positive definite and conversely [Taussky, 201. 
The proofs of (iii) and (iv) depend on the fact that a positive definite 
S can be expressed as TT’, with T real. 
The matrix S in (iii) and the matrices S,, S, in (iv) are by no means 
unique. The question then presented itself: Assuming A = .S,S,, 
Si = Si’, what invariant property do they possess which tells us that 
SrSs can be replaced by TIT2 with Ti = Ti’, and, e.g., T, positive 
definite ? Uhlig recently contributed to this question by showing: S,S, = 
TIT2 with T, positive definite if and only if S,-l, S, are simultaneously 
congruent to diagonal matrices. (This is a weaker condition than asking 
that the pencil IS,-l + ,&,, 1, p any real numbers, contains positive 
definite matrices. This is equivalent (for n > 2) with the following 
condition : the quadratic forms 
d.S-1X, X5,X 
do not represent 0 for the same vector x.) 
Another condition found by Uhlig is: Let 
g(A, ,u) = det(ilSr-r + ,&,) = n (aJ - /I+J)“~ 
i 
and /?JcQ # BJCQ for i # j. Then the condition is that /_Ij/ui s real and 
dim ker(fi,S,-l + criSZ) = yi for all i. 
A generalization of (iii) was given by Drazin and Haynsworth [7]. 
Let an n x 1z matrix have a set of m (< n) real characteristic roots z&h 
m linearly independent characteristic vectors. Then there exists a positive 
semidefinite S of rank m such that 
AS-SA’=O 
and conversely. 
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A special case of (iv) arises if both Si are positive definite. Then A 
is similar to a positive definite matrix and, conversely, every matrix 
similar to a positive definite matrix can be written as the product of two 
positive definite matrices. 
Ballantine [l] characterized products of three positive definite matrices 
and showed that every real matrix with a positive determinant is the 
product of four positive definite matrices unless the dimension is even 
and the matrix is a negative scalar matrix. In this case five factors will 
suffice. 
4. COMPLEX MATRICES 
Here we study the relation (see [B], [6a], [Bb], [8]), 
(*I A* = S-1AS 
This, however, is possible if and only if A is similar to a real matrix. 
If it is possible then facts analogous to (iii) and (iv) hold. Here other facts 
of interest arise: 
(v) Let (*) hold. If S is not necessarily hermitian, but 0 is not contained 
ilz F(S), the field of values of S, then A is similar to a hermitiae matrix. 
This generalizes the case when S is hermitian and positive definite 
and, since the latter condition was necessary, it does indeed follow that 
0 $ F(S) implies that there also exists a positive definite matrix T such 
that A* = T-lAT, namely, (as + ES*)/2 for a suitable complex number 
c( with /RI = 1 (Williams [31]). 
Among the matrices S whose field of values does not include 0 are 
the (cramped) unitary matrices. A unitary matrix has its characteristic 
roots on the unit circle. Since it is normal, its field of values coincides with 
the convex hull of the characteristic roots. This convex hull will exclude 
0 precisely if the roots lie on an arc smaller than a semicircle. Such 
matrices were called cramped by Berberian. They came up originally 
in group theory where the following fact was shown (cf. [ll, 231). 
Let A, B be unitary and B cramped. Assume that A commutes with 
ABAplBpl. Then AB = BA. 
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Berberian [3] proved : 
Let 
SAS-1 z.z A” 
with S unitary and cramped. Then A = A*. 
As in the group theory case, the condition “cramped” leads to a com- 
mutativity result. 
Recently some similar theorems using theorems of M. Marcus and 
R. C. Thompson [ll] were obtained. Among other facts they prove: 
Let A and C = ABA-IB-l be normal matrices and B be a matrix such 
that 0 $F(B). Assume that A and C commute. Then C = I. 
From this follows ([26]; earlier, [2, 151) : 
Let A be normal and 
S-lAS = A*, 
where 0 6 F(S). Then A is hermitian. 
Note that it can be shown that 0 $F(S) is equivalent with 
0 $ F(S-l). 
5. INTEGRAL MATRICES 
Here the analogs of (iii) and (iv) become far more intricate since the 
matrix S has an inverse in the set of integral matrices only for a unimodular 
S. Further positive definiteness does not imply that the matrix S splits 
into TT’, T integral. The latter is, however, true for unimodular matrices 
and n < 8, but ceases to hold for larger n in general. If, however, S = TT’ 
holds and S is unimodular, then A is similar to an integral symmetric 
matrix. This has interesting consequences, particularly in the case when 
A has an irreducible integral characteristic polynomial. 
Even if A is similar to a real symmetric matrix, it is not even true 
that [Sj = + 1 can always be achieved. Take, e.g., the matrix 
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A= 
It has the characteristic polynomial x2 - 410, hence real and different 
roots. However, 
S-lA.S = A’ 
can only be achieved by a matrix 
with a, b, c integers and ac - b2 = 1 if also 
2%l b 
b 5u + 20b 1 = + ’ 
can be solved for an integral u. The latter equation is equivalent with 
the equation 
X2 - 41039 = - 1 
which is known not to have a solution. 
A complete characterization of all integral matrices S (not necessarily 
unimodular) such that 
S-lA.S = A’ 
in the case that A has an irreducible characteristic polynomial can be 
obtained (cf. [24]). 
They can all be expressed in the form 
(trace(&aJ), 
where ii is an element in the field Q( cc CC a characteristic root of A, and ), 
al,. . ., a, a basis for some ideal in the ring generated by a over the rational 
integers. 
6. OTHER PROBLEMS 
1. Given a ring with an involution: a 4 a* such that (a + b)* = 
a* + b*, (ab)* = b*a*. What properties does it possess to ensure that 
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every element is a finite product of (or product of two) elements fixed 
under that involution ? 
2. Discuss the factorization of matrices with elements in a ring R 
into two symmetric factors over R. For R the ring of rational integers 
this is not always possible, see Taussky [26a]. 
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